Phew--what to say!

Your multi-faceted project looks to me like about the best thing to be doing right now: grassroots politics being it seems the only politics than can rescue serious issues from our obtusely weird professional political elites.

Good fun as well as seriously helpful to the vulnerable.

Robert Wyatt
August 2012
What does heritage mean to you?

“Heritage is about what the past leaves us: the important things - the values, the objects, experiences and learning that is really precious and helps us shape the here and now.”
Isabel (Scotland)

“For me, heritage is about language. When I first came here I had very little English, but now I’m studying and it is getting better.”
Muhammad
(Rwanda - Uganda - Glasgow)

“When I was a little boy growing up back home, my Dad would take me to show me special historical places, to learn what people from the past were doing. Now when I visit historical places here, like museums, it reminds me to feel happy because I remember home and my Dad.”
Anonymous

“Heritage is what we’ve inherited from our family and community. It’s also about customs and traditions of the place we have come from.”
Teddy (Uganda)

refugeeweekscotland.com
Some Thing is Missing
(HLF Young Roots funded partnership with Fablevision and Prophet Scotland)
SOMETHING IS MISSING

Monday 5th November
Govan Cross
5.30pm – 7.30pm
GOVAN INCIDENT ROOM
ARE YOU A WITNESS?

www.facebook.com/govanincidentroom
'Tent' among 12 Scottish architecture award winners

The Ghost of Water Row in Govan was described as a fleeting pavilion designed to appear in the dark and disappear again by daylight.

A structure which existed for just one night is one of 12 new buildings to be named the best in Scotland.

The Ghost of Water Row, designed to recall Govan's weaving trade, won the accolade along with projects including Aberdeen University's £30m library and a turf-roofed house on Skye.

'Tent' that stood for just one night named among Scotland's best new buildings
IMAGINE WHAT COULD BE HERE

THIS LAND IS RICH